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Workshop on Migration Data and Models:
Perspectives from social scientists, data scientists and international organizations

American Sociological Association Annual Meeting
New York, United States, 9 August 2019

1:00-1:15 Introductions

1:15-2:45 Panel 1 - New Advances in Migration Data & Modeling
Chair: Lee Fiorio

Combining Facebook and Traditional Survey Data to Predict Migrant Stocks
Monica Alexander

Migration using Twitter Data: Possibilities and Challenges
Kiran Garimella,

Network Sampling Approaches to Recruit Samples of Rare Populations of Migrants
M. Giovanna Merli

Modeling the biases of digital data: An illustration using Twitter and ACS data on predicting migration flows in the US
Yuan Hsiao

2:45-3:15 Break

3:15-4:45 Panel 2 - Making a Better World with Migration Data
Chair: Yuan Hsiao

How Higher Resolution Migration Measures Might Improve Knowledge About Individual Behavior and Provide Insights for a Better World
Sara Curran

Who are the “Immigrants”? Diversity, Immigration, and Public Opinion
René Flores

International Migration Data Availability, Gaps and Prospects: Perspectives for International Population Estimations and Projections
Patrick Gerland

Mobilities and Immobilities: Reconsidering Migration with Social Media and Administrative Data
Lee Fiorio

4:45-5:00 Closing remarks